
Infinitesimal transformation of the frame field

covariant form



the susy parameter

the dots means a symmetric combination of the equations of motion



• Generalizations

Supergravity in dimensions different from four

D=10 supergravities Type IIA and IIB are the low energy limits of superstring
theories of the same name

Type II A and gauged supergravities appear in ADS/CFT correspondence

D=11 low energy limit of M theory that it is not perturbative



Generalizations

The only non-vanishing part of

is

Extendes superalgebras there are several supercharges

We introduce the notation



Generalizations

N=2 SUSY

are central

‘Central’ charges in higher dimensions



Generalizations
More supercharges

Central charges

Gauged SUGRA



Recall the Kaluza-Klein compactification on

The Fourier modes of the symmetric tensor gives

More generally we study compactifications of a D’

A compact d-dimensional space

KK compactification keeps the massless and massive modes

Dimensional reduction keeps only the massless modes. The truncation is consistent
if the field equation of the heavy modes are not sourced by the light modes, 



We consider a toroidal compactification

Assume D’=11, we have a 32 Majorana spinor

generate the Clifford algebra in 7d euclidean space. In this basis the gravitino



8 gravitinos 7x8=56 spin 1/2 

Note the total number of fermions 64  is the particle representation of N=8 susy
Algebra. If D’>11 we will have in 4d spins >2 for which a consistent theory is not
Know for finite number of fields. Vasiliev

Field content



4d metric 7 spin 1 particles 28 scalars

35 scalars 7 scalars (dual)

21 vectors

Which is the field content of N=8 SUGRA in d=4



Gauge transformation of 3-form

Ansatz action

Initially we use second order formalism with torsion-free spin connection

Bianchi dentity



• Ansatz transformations

useful relations
Useful relations

To determine the constants we consider the free action (global susy) 



• transformations

using



• transformations

and Bianchi identity we get

To determine c we compute the commutator of two susy transformations

If With gauge transformation given the
parameter



• transformations
the conserved Noether current is (coefficient of

Ansatz for the action and transformations in the interacting case. We introduce
the frame field and a gauge susy parameter



• Action

We need to find the dots



• Action

We need to cancel this term of rank 9. Recall

Suggest to introduce a term in the action



• Action

Full action





The spinor bilinears have a  special role. They are 
non-vanishing fot the classical
BPS M2 and M5 solutions . 







Coordinates of superspace



generated by the vector fields

Note the sign difference with respect to
SUSY algebra



• Transformation in components

Covariant derivative

the algebra of covariant derivatives is the same that the original susy
algebra



Consider



Superaction

F term

D term

Integration of Grassman variables



Bogomol’ny bound
• Consider an scalar field theory in 4d flat space time

There are two vacua at

We expect a domain wall separating the region of two vacua

We look for an static configuration connecting the two vacua



Bogomol’ny bound

• BPS procedure
The potential V can be wriiten in terms of superpotential W

Energy density in terms energy momentum tensor

Total energy



Bogomol’ny bound

where

We have an energy bound

which is saturated if the first order equation, BPS equation is verified

In this case the energy is



Domain wall as a BPS solution

One can prove that this BPS solution is also a solution of the second order
equations of motion

Notice that the domain wall is non-perturbative solution of the equations of motion

If the theory can be embbed in a supersymmetric theory, the solutions of the
BPS equations will preserve some supersymmetry


